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 we: Trio  TRAMINER MITTERWEG 2016 

degustation: Unfiltered, with fine yeast. Color yellow green, sweet aromatic smell of 

roses, Litschi and  citrus, elegantly and with air ever more powerfully, lots 

of diversity in aromas. Resounding at the palate a calm gentle body with 

much strength, aroma long on the tongue, well balanced because of  3 

different Traminer varieties (Yellow, Red and Gewürztraminer). 

 

analysis: alk 13,5 %  acid 5 g/l    sugar 1,5 g/l  

Weinbergslage: 

 

Singlevinyard "Mitterweg" in Fels am Wagram, an early exposition in the 

lovely "Cellar Road", looks like little Canyons. 
 

soil: 20 m deep sandy clay ("Löß"), classic terroir of Fels am Wagram, in the 

middle of 7 mysterious canyons through the hill ("Kellergassen"), deep 

trenches with 200 old cellars, which gives rare birds and flowers space to 

live 

 

vinyard: More than 25 years old vines with deep roots, high slim leafwall. Different 

old clones of RoterVeltliner. Certified Biodynamic production (Demeter). 

ROTER VELTLINER is a century-old old traditional grape of our region 

"Wagram", it is father of many other regional grapevarieties. It needs not 

very much water, loves poor soils and sunny places and also in very hot dry 

vintages it does not loose its elegance and spicyness. 

 

yield: 20hl / ha, Picked by hand begin of october into 300kg boxes  

cellar: Whole grapes filled into the press, over night contact to skins, pneumatic 

pressing, Bentonit (clay) ,  sedimentation, fermentation in with own native 

yeast in barrels, 2 times racking at descending moon instead of filtering, 

botteling. 

 

development: primary aroma already after botteling, aromas of roses will grow every 

year, bottle storage is from advantage, min. 10 years expandability and 

more 

 

optimum: For goose leaver, calf leaver, mushrooms, seafood like mussels or very 

special: with asian dishes 
 

 


